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	LET ’ S FACE IT: Shipping great software is diffi cult. Is it rewarding? Yes. Is it profi table? Yes. Does it
	mix art and engineering? Yes. Is it easy? No.


	Yet some companies and organizations do ship great software. They deliver products that their
	customers love. They do it on time and on budget. They deliver solutions and services that are
	highly valued in the marketplace. So how do they do it?


	The answer is deceptively simple: They rely on a combination of technology, talent, and process.
	Each of these three elements is necessary, but each by itself is insuffi cient to deliver a great product.
	If you ’ re missing one element, you will certainly fail. If you have all three, then you have the
	necessary raw ingredients to succeed.


	This book focuses on one element of shipping great software: the process. It offers a road map for
	how to use Scrum to organize teams and activities. It shows you how to use Visual Studio Team
	Foundation Server (TFS) to execute a Scrum project — from planning the sprints to tracking
	progress. By focusing on just this one ingredient in successful software, this book provides the
	details you need.


	In this book, you ’ ll learn best practices for running a Scrum project and for using TFS. The book
	even includes templates to help you get started. Even with all this help, you will still face diffi cult
	questions for which there is no standard answers. You ’ ll need to rely on your insight and experience.


	This book is a collaborative effort of three authors with three distinct perspectives. We believe that
	by offering multiple views, we ’ ll better prepare you to navigate the unique situations that you ’ ll
	undoubtedly face. Each of us has years of experience with Scrum and project management. We ’ ve
	each shipped successful products, and we all write from experience.


	It is our hope that our experience in software project management can accelerate you on your path
	to shipping great software with Scrum and TFS.
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Hidden Nature: The Startling Insights of Viktor SchaubergerAdventures Unlimited Press, 2005
Viktor Schauberger, 1885-1958, was a radical pioneer of the study of the subtle energies in nature and the importance of living water in all natural processes. From unusually detailed observations of the natural world, he pioneered a completely new understanding of how nature works.  He foresaw, and tried to warn against global waste and costly...
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Copy, Rip, Burn: The Politics of Copyleft and Open SourcePluto Press, 2008

	From downloading music and movies to accessing free software, digital media is forcing us to rethink the very idea of intellectual property. While big companies complain about lost profits, the individual has never enjoyed such freedom and autonomy. Berry explores this debate in a concise way, offering an ideal introduction for anyone not versed...
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Preparing for the Worst: Incorporating Downside Risk in Stock Market Investments (Wiley Series in Probability and Statistics)John Wiley & Sons, 2004
This book provides a detailed accounting of how downside risk can enter a
portfolio, and what can be done to identify and prepare for the downside.We
take the view that downside risk can be incorporated into current methods of
stock valuation and portfolio management.Therefore we introduce commonly
used theories in order to show...
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IEEE 802 Wireless Systems: Protocols, Multi-Hop Mesh/Relaying, Performance and Spectrum CoexistenceJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
Throughout the next decade, 802 wireless systems will become an integral part of fourth generation (4G) cellular communication systems, where the convergence of wireless and cellular networks will materialize through support of interworking and seamless roaming across dissimilar wireless and cellular radio access technologies. IEEE 802 Wireless...
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Beginning Microsoft SQL Server 2008 AdministrationWrox Press, 2009
SQL Server 2008 introduces many new features that will change database administration procedures; many DBAs will be forced to migrate to SQL Server 2008. This book teaches you how to develop the skills required to successfully administer a SQL Server 2008 database; no prior experience is required. The material covers system installation and...
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Photoshop 7 Professional Photographic TechniquesApress, 2003

	Fully illustrated in color throughout, the text is organized into a series of examples that provides a comprehensive guide to image manipulation on Photoshop 7 -- everything from the glamour of magazine retouching, through restoration work to the nitty-gritty of color reproduction.


	Photoshop is the industry standard photographic...
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